The film Forest Gump is a portrayal of isolation in the society that does not arise due to dimwit or intelligence but because of conventional ideas. As the film resonates, life is a challenge full of various disappointing and happy endings that compare to a box full of chocolates. One cannot know the one to pick; however, he ends up picking any brand that suits anticipated interests. The plot presents eventuality from various perspectives including Christian and moral discourses. The director Robert Zemeckis presents principals and conformity that people fight in the event of realizing a stable life. Notably, Forest Gump symbolizes the many ideologies, actualities and realities suppressed by society conflicts. Furthermore, the director brings to the attention of readers the unique selfishness engrossed in people, which force then to fight their own decorous. This makes the film more exciting as it does not only entertain people but makes an insight transformation of feelings.

Forest Gump presents a crucial aspect of loyalty and bullying, which from my view points characters. It also brings into the attention of viewers the crucial perception of people that often lead to disappointment. Forest Gump is a story of a man born from a poor family who from people’s judgment proves to be an idiot. However, with a close analysis of the movie, he emerges a wise and knowledgeable individual than as anticipated. For instance, he shifts to
various schools in a bid to realize his academic prosperity. Furthermore, he does not find favor in friends who keep distance for various reasons. Despite not being able to keep many friends, he finds comfort in Jenny Curran whom he likes as their academic ladder heightens. He like football and engages training only to emerge a better footballer than the anticipated. When he joins the university, things are not easy. This is because he cannot match the competency of other students. It remains based on this regards that when he gets a letter inviting him to the army, he accepts to join not knowing that this marked the beginning of success.

In the army, Tom Hanks emerges as a exemplary soldier earning him a gold medal from the president John F. Kennedy. This is after he serves in Vietnam with confidence leading troops to win against the enemy. From this point, the movie gets more exciting as Tom opens the gate for more successes. For instance, having faced the world, he speaks in an anti-war rally in Washington monument, which attracts the attention of people. The subnormal IQ earns him a decent life characterized by euphoria and deep emotional chord. After receiving teachings about the good life from his mother, he is left for destiny, which can either change positively or craze the average life. Forest Gump, is a movie of miraculous life touching events which appear more of fiction; however, real. For example, when Tom is meant to have braces in his legs, contrary events prevail showing creativity of the director. It, however, is appealing how he does not react to abuses against him, but only those leveled against his girlfriend.

Fate furthermore proves in favor of Tom when he ventures in the chess game. He has sound mastery of the moves as he wins against opponents including the famous Russian player Honest Ivan. In as much as he does not win fairly after his ape, Sue jumps over the table, it is clear that he got a reasonable grasp of the game. He forces his way up to rub shoulders with prominent personalities, thereby investing in a computer business. Considering the time and
nature of investment, the business earns him a good fortune with the help of various people in the movie. He becomes a millionaire from various wins; however, at this point, the director brings forth previous characters of Tom that proved disastrous to his survival. For instance, he cannot make good use of his money instead; he ends up giving out money to people. From this point, Gump becomes a new a new role model who does not mature up but maintains his state. Physically, he becomes a man but fails to change the boyhood in him. This makes the movie interesting as, it keeps viewers in guesses of what could happen amidst the high rate of stupidity. In as much as many people may criticize this, I treat this as an intelligent gesture demonstrated by Zemeckis. He captures the inner child memories of viewers who feel motivated at the end. This marks an important element of movie production.

At the climax of the film, it is clear that the director routes the thoughts of viewers to a direction of uncertainty. This he does by first introducing Tom as an irresponsible, careless and weak boy in his livelihood that has no future. However, as the story develops, the weak boy who has no future matures up into a rich and wealthy man associating with people of high social class. At the beginning of the movie, Zemeckis captures dirty and worn out shoes floating on a breeze. From my point of view, this is foreshadowing meant to educate viewers on expectations. In this regards, one has not control over his destiny but instead; he should allow life to drive events to finality. Notably, the audience in the film proves a mystery; however, this makes the movie more exciting. For instance, Lieutenant Dan and Jenny accept Tom’s way of life without discrimination limiting intense suspense that might arise within viewers. The accidental scenes in the film are yet other areas of interest, which makes the movie worth re-watching. For example, meeting with Lyndon Johnson is a no mean achievement; however, Tom does not make use of
these meetings. He focuses on other things not making use of the vital opportunities. This to some extent reveals the foolish nature of Tom who despite all emerges to be the prominent one.

Forest Gump is a film for a wide variety of viewers and can serve diverse classes of people. The chronicling crowds, Vietnam and rain in the film are representative of the high awards earned by the movie. This is despite the fact that Robert Zemeckis is a universal director. He ventures in various movies ranging from pop cultures, romance and comedy that attract the attention of people worldwide. The life humorous expeditions demonstrated commemorates good grasp of film direction. The tremendous growth in the movie does not only serve as an encouragement but positions themes and messages in the subject discourse. In as much as this makes the road to success uncertain, a form of surety prevails for faint and weak hearted.